


EDM Drum Loop Maker

Thank you for purchasing the EDM Drum Loop Maker library! Now you can put together quick drum 
loops that provide much better inspiration than a metronome—and can even make it to the final mix. 
This library is all about speeding up your workflow, and assisting your creativity.

What’s In It

 103 two-measure drum loops in both REX2 and Acidized WAV time-stretchable formats
 4 four-measure cowbell loops in both REX2 and Acidized WAV formats
 17 one-shot drum sounds for supplementing the loops, or creating your own loops
 231 files total, 151 MB
 Audio demo file

How It Works

The EDM Drum Loop Maker works somewhat like a drum machine: You string together short, two-
measure patterns to make longer loops, or to populate a song with drum sounds. Mix and match loops
that use the five drum sounds: Kick, Snare, Closed Hi-Hat, Claps, and Cowbell. For maximum 
flexibility, this is a multitrack library, where each drum sound is intended to go on its own track. 

Different sounds have different associated numbers. For example, the Claps 01, Claps 02, and Claps 03
loops have different claps sounds. 

Each drum sound has a collection of loops. For example, the Kick 01 sound has five associated loops: 
Kick 01A, Kick 01B, Kick 01C, Kick 01D, and Kick 01E. To create an 8-bar Kick loop, you could string 
together Kick 01A, Kick 01B, Kick 01A, and Kick 01D. Or, Kick 01A, Kick 01A, Kick 01C and Kick 01E. The 
four cowbell patterns are exceptions. They’re four measures long, and have the same sound.

For more variations, use the drum one shots to supplement the loops, or create new loops. They also 
have numbers to identify their group. For example, if you were using Snare 02 loops, you could create 
a new snare loop with the Snare 02 one-shot.

For even more variations,  cut up, copy, paste, reverse, and otherwise rearrange the loops. Many host 
programs can also separate the slices that make up the REX files. Please listen to the audio demo 
example to hear the kind of parts you can create with the EDM Drum Loop Maker (all the other 
sounds are from my Electronic Ear Candy library).

Now make some great music!


